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A B S T R A C T

This paper presents a long-term 2D tracking framework for the coverage of live outdoor (e.g., sports)
events that is suitable for embedded system application (e.g. Unmanned Aerial Vehicles). This ap-
plication scenario requires 2D target (e.g., athlete, ball, bicycle, boat) tracking for visually assisting
the UAV pilot (or cameraman) to maintain proper target framing, or even for actual 3D target fol-
lowing/localization when the drone flies autonomously. In these cases, it should be expected that the
target to be tracked/followed, may disappear from the UAV camera field of view, due to fast 3D target
motion, illumination changes, or due to visual target occlusions by obstacles, even if the actual UAV
continues following it (either autonomously, by exploiting alternative target localization sensors, or
by pilot maneuvering). Therefore, the 2D tracker should be able to recover from such situations. The
proposed framework solves exactly this problem. Target occlusions are detected from the 2D tracker
responses. Depending on the occlusion immensity, the proposed framework decides whether to not
update the tracking model, or to employ target re-detection in a broader window. As a result, the
proposed framework allows continued target tracking once the target re-appears in the video stream,
without tracker re-initialization.

1. Introduction

2D visual object tracking is one of the most widely stud-
ied computer vision problems, having applications in a wide
range of domains, including robotics, media production, in-
dustrial semantic annotation, visual surveillance, human-
computer interfaces and augmented reality. It involves lo-
calizing and tracking an object Region of Interest (ROI) in a
video input. Tracking can be initialized by object detection
or by manual object localization, and continues for a number
of successive video frames in the stream, thus maintaining
the identity label of the tracked object. Most tracking al-
gorithms assume that the tracked ROI always re-appears in
the successive frames, perhaps slightly translated, rotated or
scaled. However, in realistic application scenarios, it should
also be expected that at times the target may be partially or
fully visually occluded for some video frames. According
to Visual Object Tracking Challange 2017 (VOT2017) re-
port [21], occlusions are the most common causes of track-
ing failure. Depending on the application, different tracking
specifications are required regarding tracking speed and ro-
bustness to target ROI transformations and occlusions. This
paper focuses on the application of 2D visual object track-
ing in Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAV) for the coverage of
live outdoor (e.g., sports) events, by filming moving targets
(e.g., athletes, boats, cars etc.).

In UAV cinematography applications, the main purpose
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Figure 1: Traditional 2D tracking methods continue training

their model during target occlusions, causing unrecoverable

tracking failure. The proposed framework, implemented on

top of traditional tracking methods (noted by ODDA), man-

ages to detect the occlusion and enables tracking continua-

tion at target reappearance.

of employing a 2D visual object tracking algorithm is for
visually assisting the control operations of the drone pilot
(or cameraman), in order to maintain proper target framing
according to cinematographic rules (e.g., the center of the
video frame). In the absence of 3D target localization sen-
sors e.g., target GPS, 2D tracking may be also be employed
for target following (e.g. by visual survoing) or for 3D tar-
get localization (e.g. by stereo). The employed 2D tracking
algorithm must operate in a timely manner, fast enough in
order to provide the necessary output to a control module,
that estimates the required change of speed/direction of the
UAV itself or its camera gimbal. Furthermore, since the mo-
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tion of both the target and the UAV are unconstrained, the
tracker should be robust to 2D target rotations, i.e., learn
the 2D target from varying viewing angles. Moreover, it
should be expected that the tracked target ROI may disap-
pear from the UAV camera field of view, or may be occluded
by obstacles, while the UAV (either autonomously, or by pi-
lot control) continues following the target. Therefore, we
argue that a potentially successful UAV tracking application
should handle target occlusions in a precise manner.

In this paper, a generic 2D tracking framework that de-
tects and handles target occlusions is presented, consisting
of: a) a baseline 2D visual target tracker, b) a lightweight oc-
clusion detector and c) an occlusion handling algorithm. We
employ baseline correlation filter 2D trackers, due to com-
putational capacity limitations on embedded/mobile platforms,
such as the ones used for on-drone computing. The occlu-
sion detector is built using a-priory information about the
distributions of the 2D tracker responses when no, full or
partial target occlusions occur. It is trained offline (using
Support Vector Machines [38, 41]), on previously annotated
videos. Its responses are employed during 2D tracking as a
measure of tracking quality and are managed by the occlu-
sion handling algorithm, that decides whether to train the
tracking model or attempt to re-detect the target in a bigger
search region, by employing the tracker as object detector.
As a result, the tracker model is not updated/polluted during
occlusions, and could still be employed to detect the tar-
get once the target re-appears in the video stream. Our ex-
perimental results denote that our proposed framework in-
creases the tracking precision of baseline trackers in well
known 2D tracking benchmarks, as well as in realistic UAV
cinematography applications, with a only a small fraction in
2D tracking runtime.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:

• The proposed framework is generic, easy to imple-
ment, and can be employed on top of any correla-
tion filter-based tracker, or other tracking frameworks,
e.g., Context-Aware tracking [33]. Extensions of the
proposed framework will allow it to work on top of
deep-learning based trackers, as well.

• The proposed solution targets on potential UAV im-
plementation, thus it was evaluated/implemented with
consideration to computational complexity burdens.

• Our proposed framework detects occlusions from the
whole tracker responses maps, not only specific points/fea-
tures of the tracker response distribution (e.g., max,
mean, etc.). The tracker stops being trained when oc-
clusions occur.

• Instead of training an additional object detector [31,
30] to be employed for object re-detection, the pro-
posed framework employs the tracker itself for object
detection [26], in a sub-frame search region, in order
to maintain real-time tracking performance. Hence,
no tracker re-initialization is needed.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. An
extensive review of available state-of-the art trackers is pro-
vided in Section 2. The proposed framework that handles
occlusions is described in Section 3. Experimental results
are given in Section 4. Finally, conclusions are drawn in
Section 5.

2. 2D tracking for UAV cinematography

overview

State-of-the-art 2D tracking methods employ the so-called
tracking-by-detection approach, i.e., they learn a discrim-
inating function able to detect the target within a search
area/window, i.e., a sub-frame region around the target de-
tection ROI at the previous video frame. Tracking algo-
rithms mostly differ in the optimization procedure followed
to train and update the object detection model, and the em-
ployed target template representations. A very important
factor for tracking precision and computational complexity,
are the employed feature representations of the object tem-
plate. Such can be gray scale pixel luminance, fHOG fea-
tures [18], color histograms [39] combined multi-channel
feature descriptor types [7, 1, 8] or multi-resolution feature
maps extracted using deep learning architectures [9, 6, 43,
16, 2, 34]. Deep learning representations are typically ex-
tracted by well-established architectures such as the VGG
[9, 40], with some fine tuning on the problem by hand [42]
or even combinations of pre-trained and newly introduced
architectures, specified for tracking [30, 6, 43, 12, 13, 48,
44, 35, 36]. Tracking methods can also focus on a spe-
cific problem such as face tracking [5, 37, 24, 23, 19] or
pre-trained for specific object tracking [25]. Up to date,
advanced Deep Learning-based object template representa-
tions provide the best 2D tracking precision. However, their
implementation suggests specific hardware requirements to
be met especially in terms of GPU, which are not widely
available in mobile/embedded hardware platforms such as
UAVs, with some notable exceptions (e.g., custom made
UAV platforms based on NVIDIA Xavier/TX2, etc.).

Perhaps the most prominent algorithm family for potent
real-time UAV implementation, whose performance have
been well-proven over the past few years, are 2D tracking
algorithms based on correlation filters [3, 18, 14]. A correla-
tion filter works by regressing the representations of all pos-
sible object template translations to a Gaussian distribution.
The original (untranslated) ROI object template is regressed
to its peak. Due to the circulant structure of the template
representations, the regression problem can be solved fast in
the Fourier domain, thus accelerating the learning and test-
ing processes of the tracker. Correlation filter-based track-
ing approaches seem to be more robust to target rotations
than alternatives based on classification [15]. The most ad-
vanced correlation filter-based variants employ alternative/-
modified optimization problems, combining single-channel
with color information [7], estimate spatial reliability of the
features [8], or even complement the standard correlation
filter-based optimization problem with another filter, that
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could be based on color statistics [1], particle filters [47]
or even template matching [29] methods. In addition, other
methods employ information from the exterior of the search
area. For example they use patches from the background
[33, 11] in the optimization problem, and force patches around
the target ROI to be regressed to zero, alleviating tracking
drifting to background areas. Such advanced correlation fil-
ter trackers, closely match the precision that can be obtained
by deep learning methods, only at a fraction of computa-
tional complexity. Thus today they are more suitable for
embedded system implementation. However, although they
are more robust to occlusions than their simpler alternatives
[18], none of the above mentioned methods have a innate
mechanism to handle tracking failures, which is important
in UAV cinematography applications, as it requires long-
term and robust target tracking.

Methods that consider target occlusions during the tracker
optimization process [26, 10], or long-term tracking meth-
ods [31, 30, 20, 46], have been introduced in the recent past
as well. In order to detect target occlusions, they typically
exploit heuristic methods, i.e., they empirically set thresh-
olds between successive frame tracking metrics e.g., dis-
tance metrics between consecutive window patches [10], or
metrics based on statistical features of the tracker response
distribution, such as the maximum value [31, 30] or the
Peak-to Sidelobe Ratio (PSR) [26]. When an occlusion is
detected, an additional target detector may be employed,
trained separately from the target tracker, such as a ran-
dom fern detector [31, 30]. Alternatively, the tracker itself
may be applied in video frame regions selected by an object
proposal algorithm [26]. Another approach is to maintain
a filter pool from the previously successful tracked image
patches and employ the one producing maximum response
[10, 49]. However, such tracking methods have some disad-
vantages. Some of them have not been specifically designed
for UAV implementation and moreover, computational com-
plexity is not always considered as limitation. Furthermore,
occlusion detection based on heuristic methods is not opti-
mal, since it does not exploit any prior information about
the tracker responses.

3. Occlusion detection and drift-avoidance

framework tracking framework

In this section, we detail the proposed Occlusion Detec-
tion and Drift-Avoidance (ODDA) 2D tracking framework.
In Subsection 3.1, we describe the baseline correlation filter-
based tracking module. In Subsection 3.2, we describe the
occlusion detection module. Finally, the overall algorithm
that combines the occlusion detection and tracking modules
is described in Subsection 3.3.

3.1. Correlation filter-based tracking

The first component of the proposed framework is a base-
line correlation filter-based tracking module. Tracking meth-
ods expect an input template image ROI containing the tar-
get to be tracked, that has been obtained by manual annota-

tion or object detection. Let x be the vectorial represen-
tation of size N = H ù W , where H , W are the win-
dow height and width of a single-channel description of the
initial tracking region extracted by using some descriptor
type, e.g., fHOG. For each descriptor channel, the goal is to
use the input template ROI representation and several neg-
ative/distorted examples in order to train a tracking model,
in the form of a correlation filter w. In correlation-filter
based methods, the negative/distorted examples are gener-
ated implicitly using translated image templates derived by
performing cyclic shifts of the elements of x [18], corre-
sponding to all possible 2D image translations of the image
template in the succeeding tracking search region. To this
end, these samples are generated using a cyclic shift opera-
tor, i.e., a permutation matrix P that shifts x by one element
at a time:

xi = P ix, i = 0… n * 1, (1)

forming a datamatrix X À RNùN that contains the input
target template representations and all its cyclic shifts. The
i*th row of X contains the vectorial representation of i*th
pre-specified target ROI cyclic shift xi. All horizontal and
vertical 2D translations are encoded by 1D row cyclic shifts
on matrix X [18].

The filter w is trained in order to regress the data ma-
trix X to a Gaussian distribution y À RN , corresponding
to all possible circular ROI translations, where the original
target template x1 (not translated) is mapped to the peak
yi value. In order to exploit multiple descriptor channels
D (e.g., fHog or deep CNN representations), a set X =
{X1,… ,XD} can be employed, by replicating the proce-
dure below for each descriptor channel. Filter w is opti-
mized by solving a Ridge Regression problem [18]:

min
w

ÒXw * yÒ2 + �ÒwÒ2, (2)

where � is a regularization parameter. This problem has the
following closed-form solution:

w = (XTX + �I)*1XT y, (3)

where I is an identity matrix of appropriate dimensions.
Since X contains all the possible circular ROI translations
of the first sample x1, it is circulant [17], having the follow-
ing property:

X = FHdiag(Fx1)F , (4)

where F is the so-called Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT)
matrix and FH is its Hermitian transpose. By replacing (4)
in (3), w can be obtained in the Fourier domain:

Çw< = Çx< Ê Çy
Çx< Ê Çx + �

, (5)

where Ê denotes element-wise operations, the division is
element-wise, Ç� and Ç�< denote the DFT transform and its
complex-conjugate, respectively.
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Let Z be a data matrix that contains the test template
representations defined in a similar manner to X, i.e., its
first row z1 is the untranslated image representation of the
tracker search region. The target to be tracked is expected
to appear somewhere in this region, without being centered.
The 2D translation of the target in the test image can be
found by exploiting the response map RHùW in the spatial
domain for a test image ROI feature matrix Z at frame i:

R = F*1 ( ÇwÊ Çz) , (6)

where F*1 denotes the inverse Fourier Transform. An ex-
ample of a response map is given in Fig. 3, labeled as initial
response. The target center translation can be obtained by
the offset of the maximal response of the filter compared to
the expected one (centered target). When employing multi-
ple descriptor channels, the obtained response maps can be
averaged, or linearly combined using a descriptor reliability
metric [8].

After successful tracking, at the new ROI position, the
training feature image ROI and all its translations Xn are
employed to update the correlation filter, in the following
manner:

Çwi =
Ai
Bi

, (7)

Ai = (1 * h)Ai*1 + h
�
Çx<n Ê Çy

�

Bi = (1 * h)Bi*1 + h
�
Çx<n Ê Çxn + �

�
,

where 0 < h f 1 is the so-called learning rate, which adapts
the filter to increase its peak response at frame i. This base-
line tracking algorithm does not introduce any metric to de-
fine successful tracking, to be discussed in the following
subsection.

Besides the above described baseline tracker, any tracker
that provides its response in a similar manner can be em-
ployed in our proposed tracking framework.

3.2. Learning tracker response distribution for

occluded targets

The second component of the proposed framework is a
classifier that estimates tracking quality, by evaluating the
output tracker response maps. This classifier is trained off-
line using previously acquired knowledge about target oc-
clusions, in publicly released tracking datasets. Let us as-
sume that there is a dataset consisting of target templates
of size N = W ù H , in K video frames. Also let us
assume that along with the target ROI annotation, there is
some annotation oi = {*1, 1}, i = 1,… ,F that marks the
frame occlusions or when the target is out-of-view e.g., par-
tially or fully or even does not appear in the frame due to
rapid camera motion (oi = 1). Recent 2D tracking bench-
marks (e.g., VOT 2017 dataset [21, 22]), provide such in-
formation. To train the occlusion detection module, we cre-
ated a dataset of tracker response maps and occlusion la-
bels Ri = {ri, oi}, i = 1,… ,F , using vectorized response
maps of the baseline tracker module for each video frame
ri À RN , on window locations around the annotated ground

truth ROIs. Target scaling may result in ROIs of differ-
ent dimensionality for each frame in the same video, e.g.,
ri À R ÉN , but they can be aligned offline by cropping or
zero-padding.

The differences in tracker response distributions, under
or without target occlusion, can be learned using the stan-
dard two-class Support Vector Machines (SVM) classifier
[38, 41] by employing LibSVM [4]. In its dual form, SVM
learns a coefficient vector a À RF for reconstructing the
SVM hyperplane on a feature space that can be of arbitrary
dimensionality and is associated with a kernel function. A
mapping function is employed to map the tracker responses
to the feature space H (�(�) : RF ≠ H). The similar-
ities in that space that must be known, in order to train
the SVM classifier, are associated with the kernel function
(ri, rj) = �(ri)T �(rj). To this end, we employed the RBF
kernel function. The optimization problem for learning a is
of the following form:

min
a,⇠,⇢

1
2a

TKa + c
F…
i=1

⇠i * ⇢, (8)

s. t. yi
�
aTki * ⇢

�
f 1 * ⇠i, i = 1,… ,F ,

⇠i g 0,

where K is the so-called SVM kernel matrix, ki corresponds
to its i-th row, ⇠i are the slack variables, c > 0 is the param-
eter controlling the amount of allowed error and ⇢ is the
SVM bias term, representing the offset of the SVM hyper-
plane from the origin.

After obtaining a, the response of the classifier for a
given tracker response r, is of the following form:

o =
F…
i=1

yi↵i(ri, r) * ⇢ + �. (9)

Values of f o g 0 indicate an occlusion. The detailed pro-
cedure for training the Occlusion detection module is dis-
cussed in Subsection 4.1. In order to adjust the precision
of the trained model, allowing possibly minor partial occlu-
sions and misclassified cases to be classified as non-occlusions,
we introduce an additional bias term � to the standard SVM
bias term, that can be manually tuned based on the applica-
tion by hand, whose effect is discussed thoroughly in Sub-
section 4.1.1.

3.3. Overall tracking framework

The overall tracking framework consists of three mod-
ules: a) the baseline tracking module, b) the tracking fail-
ure detection module and c) the failure handling mecha-
nism. The proposed occlusion detection method can be im-
plemented on top of any correlation filter-based tracking
module, as the ones described in Subsection 3.1.

• The track function takes as input the tracking model
w, the input target template representations X and the
representations of the test image ROI feature matrix
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(a) Initial tracker response at frame #79.
Occlusion is detected.

(b) Responses at the 9 overlapping win-
dow sizes inside the re-detection area.

(c) Output of the ODDA framework. The
target is re-detected.

Figure 2: Redetection process during the Jogging sequence, using KCF as baseline tracker. Tracker outputs (green), window

size area (blue), re-detection area (yellow), target position (red). The proposed ODDA framework detects an occlusion at

frame #79, searches for the target at the re-detection area and manages to re-detect the target using the same baseline

tracking model w.

Algorithm 1 The ODDA tracking framework
1: procedure MAIN . Main loop
2: f } obtainNextF rame()
3: [w,X, pos] } initModel(p, f , pos)
4: f } obtainNextF rame()
5: while (f ! = NULL) do

6: Z } trackingW indow(f , pos)
7: [r, pos,Xn] } track(w,X,Z)
8: o } validation(r)
9: if o < 0 then

10: [w,X] } updateModel(w,X,Xn)
11: else

12: pos } Redetection(f ,w,X)
13: f = obtainNextF rame()

. End while loop
14: return

15: procedure REDETECTION(f ,w,X)
16: for k = 1 : 8 do

17: Z } trackingW indow(f , area(k))
18: [rk, tempPos(k)] } track(w,X,Zk)
19: pos } tempPos(argmax(rk))
20: return pos

Z. Equation 6 is employed in order to calculate the
response R and from R the updated ROI position.
This function also returns the Xn matrix of the up-
dated position.

• The validation function reads the tracker response R
and employs the occlusion detection module in order
to validate the obtained response using equation (9).
If no occlusion is detected, i.e., oi < 0, the tracker
model is updated using (7). As a result, for video se-
quences where no occlusion have been detected, the
proposed framework degenerates to the employed base-
line tracker. For the cases where an occlusion has
been detected, it employs the re-detection function
(oi > 0).

• The update model function, employs the tracking model
w, the input target template representations X and the
representations of the test image ROI feature matrix
at the updated position Xn. The tracking model is up-
dated using (7).

• The re-detection function checks whether the target
appears in the neighborhood area of the last tracked
object ROI. The re-detection search area is broken
into 8 nearest overlapping window size areas, from
top left to bottom right of the standard window size
area. The trained filter w is employed to obtain all
neighborhood area responses. Then, the 9 responses
are compared (including the last detected object ROI)
and the target is allocated to the position where the
tracking response is maximum. Unlike related meth-
ods, the tracking model is not trained or re-initialized
during the re-detection process. As shown in Fig-
ure 2 the proposed framework detects an occlusion,
searches for the target at the re-detection area and
manages to re-detect the target using the same base-
line tracking model w.

The overall algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1.
The introduced properties of the proposed framework al-

low the tracking model to stop being updated when an oc-
clusion has been detected, without polluting the trained tar-
get model and hence to allow target re-detection, once the
object re-appears in the neighborhood area. This is valuable
in UAV cinematography applications, since manual tracking
model re-initialization (due to model pollution) is no longer
required, as it can be potentially costly and frustrating for
the drone pilot/cameraman. Moreover, by considering that
the tracking model does not require re-initialization, it can
potentially be more accurate than a re-initialized model that
was trained only in the few previous video frames.

3.4. Computational complexity

The computational complexity introduced by incorpo-
rating the proposed framework to a baseline tracker is re-
lated to the complexity of the introduced occlusion detection
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patch

Figure 3: Feature vector extraction for the proposed Occlu-

sion detection module.

and re-detection functions. Let O be the required computa-
tional complexity of the baseline tracker, in order to obtain
its response R. The proposed framework introduces two
additional processes, one related to tracker response eval-
uation using the SVM classifier, and one related to the re-
detection process. In that sense, evaluation of R with the
occlusion detection module, requires estimating the kernel
(ri, r), i = 1,… ,K of (9). For the case where the adopted
kernel functions calculates dot products, such as the RBF
kernel, the complexity is linear to the number of support
vectors and the descriptor dimensionality, which of O(NF ).
In addition to evaluating the tracker response, when occlu-
sions are detected, the re-detection function is activated, ob-
taining 8 additional responses of complexity O in the cor-
responding frame. Therefore, the total complexity of the
proposed framework for each frame is equal to O+O(NF ),
plus 8ùO for every re-detection process. It should be noted,
that the tracker model is not updated, if the re-detection pro-
cess has been activated.

4. Framework evaluation and experimental

results

4.1. Precision of the Occlusion Detection module

In order to obtain ri of Eq. 9, a tracking module is em-
ployed to extract its responses at the annotated video se-
quences. To this end, KCF [18], LDES [27] without the
rotation module thus indicated as LDES-no, Staple [1] and
Staple-CA [33] were employed as baseline tracking mod-
ules. For each tracker, we utilized the video sequences of
the VOT2017 dataset [21, 22] which provides occlusion la-
bels on a per frame basis. In order to evaluate the pro-
posed framework to other datasets as well, we only em-
ployed 29 videos that have occlusions and are unique in the
VOT2017 dataset (i.e., they do not exist in datasets used for
the proposed framework experimental evaluation) and we
calculated the response of each baseline tracker at the given
ground truth position. From its 2D response Ri, we extract
a patch around the center of size 11 ù 11 pixels, in order to
construct a feature vector ri per frame, as depicted in Figure
3. The extracted 2D matrix was vectorized, in order to con-
struct a 121*dimensional feature vector and is labeled with
1 if it refers to an occluded frame and *1 otherwise, accord-
ing to the dataset occlusion ground truth labels. It should be
noted that in VOT2017 both partial and full occlusions are

Table 1

Evaluation of our proposed Occlusion detector in terms of

mAP.

Method Proposed max(r) [31] PSR-metric [26]

mAP 92.1 % 72.0 % 73.7 %

denoted as occlusions, thus, the same applies to the labels
of the extracted feature vectors.

The idea of detecting target occlusions from the tracker
responses is not new [31, 26]. One method to detect target
occlusions from the tracker responses is to set a threshold
T for the maximum tracker response, i.e., o = 1 if T <
max(r) [31], since it is expected that during occlusions, the
tracker responses are lower than during normal/no occlusion
circumstances. Another interesting approach is to employ
the PSR metric [26], i.e., PSR = max(r)*mean(r)

std(r) , by setting
a threshold in a similar fashion o = 1 if T < PSR.

The proposed method was evaluated against these two
approaches on the VOT 2017 dataset, in a 5*fold cross val-
idation procedure, i.e., using 5 data splits where 4_5 of the
dataset were employed for training the classifier and deter-
mining the optimal parameters for the competing methods
and 1_5 was used for testing purposes. The optimal thresh-
old T and the SVM parameter c of the proposed method
were determined using grid search, while the introduced pa-
rameter � was set to � = 0 for this task. In Table 1 we
report the obtained mean average precision between the 5
folds for all methods in terms of detecting the full and par-
tial target occlusions that were annotated in the dataset. As
can be seen, the proposed method greatly outperformed the
heuristic methods, by a margin of 20%, hence being much
more accurate for determining partial and full occlusions.

4.1.1. Effect of adjusting the bias term �
Detecting occlusions and successful target tracking are

two different problems. The pre-trained occlusion detec-
tion model does not discriminate between full and partial
occlusions. Moreover, it cannot be perfect, some cases per-
haps due to extreme camera motion or heavy illumination
changes may be misclassified. Some of these cases are nec-
essary for training the tracking model. Therefore, the in-
troduced bias term � should be adjusted in such manner, in
order to focus on detecting medium/heavy occlusions, that
is optimal for successful tracking.

In order to demonstrate the effect of different values of
the bias term, we employed a subset of the TC128 [28]
dataset, that incorporates the 78 uniquely appearing videos,
which cannot be found in other datasets. KCF [18], Staple
[1] and Staple-CA [33] were employed as baseline tracking
modules. Table 2 demonstrates the obtained tracking pre-
cision results for different values of the bias term. As can
be seen, neighboring values of the bias term have a small
impact on tracking performance.
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Table 2

Sensitivity analysis of different values of the bias term � on

the subset of TC128, in term of 20 px tracking precision (TP),

i.e., the percentage of the frames where the center of the

tracked ROI is closer than 20 pixels to the ground truth ROI

center position.

KCF � -0.15 -0.2 -0.25 -0.3 -0.35

20 px TP 0.490 0.485 0.497 0.478 0.464

Staple � -1.6 -1.65 -1.7 -1.75 -1.8

20 px TP 0.660 0.659 0.661 0.657 0.647

Staple-CA � -0.45 -0.5 -0.55 -0.6 -0.65

20 px TP 0.620 0.626 0.637 0.629 0.614

LDES-no � -0.4 -0.45 -0.5 -0.55 -0.6

20 px TP 0.718 0.722 0.724 0.723 0.723

4.2. Framework evaluation

In order to evaluate the proposed framework, we have
employed three challenging, publicly available 2D tracking
benchmark datasets. In addition, in order to evaluate its
performance on UAV cinematography, we have employed
the realistic video database for a UAV application, namely
the BikeUAV, by collecting footage from bicycle races. De-
tailed description of the datasets employed in our experi-
ments is given in Subsection 4.3.

KCF [18], LDES [27] without the rotation calculation
module indicated as LDES-no, Staple [1] and Staple-CA
[33] were employed as baseline trackers of our proposed
framework. The tracking performance was evaluated against
the same baseline trackers, without incorporating our frame-
work, as well as with other state-of-the-art correlation-filter
based methods, such as BACF [11] and SRDCF [8], as well
as with algorithms that have occlusion detection/long-term
tracking mechanisms, i.e., ROT [10] and LCT [31]. We did
not employ any 2D tracking methods based on deep learning
to this end, since the proposed framework is evaluated for
potential UAV implementation in the near future. Embed-
ded/UAV systems are not equipped with the necessary hard-
ware options required to employ such deep learning meth-
ods for real time implementation, yet.

All experiments were conducted on an Intel NUC which
has a small footprint, low weight and power consumption,
making it ideal for UAV applications. It is equipped with
an Intel Core i7 processor running at 3.5 GHz and 8 GB of
RAM.

The competing algorithms were implemented in MAT-
LAB, using the code provided by their respective authors
and with their default parameter settings. The same param-
eter settings were kept in all our experiments. Performance
is assessed in both quantitative and qualitative terms, as de-
scribed in Subsections 4.4 and 4.5, respectively.

4.3. Datasets

For the evaluation of the proposed framework we uti-
lized the videos from three publicly available video tracking
benchmarks, namely the OTB100 [45], Temple-Color128
(TC128) [28] and UAV123 [32].

The OTB100 is a standard 2D tracking benchmark dataset

that consists of 100 video sequences with challenging at-
tributes such as illumination and scale variation, in and out-
of-plane target rotations, fast target and camera motion, tar-
get deformations, background clutter and finally, target oc-
clusions as well. It was specially designed to determine
tracking performance in several circumstances, some of them
being relevant to the UAV cinematography.

UAV123 is a more UAV specific video tracking bench-
mark dataset, since it contains sequences captured from a
low-altitude aerial perspective. This dataset provides 123
fully annotated sequences containing a wide variety of scenes
(e.g., urban landscape, roads, buildings, fields, beaches and
a harbor/marina). In addition to the OTB100 attributes, this
dataset includes videos, where the viewpoint affects target
appearance significantly (Viewpoint Change). In some videos
there are objects of similar shape or of same type near the
target (Similar Object).

TC128 is a video tracking benchmark dataset which con-
sists of 128 color videos. The challenging attributes appear-
ing in the sequences of this dataset are the same as in the
UAV123.

BikeUAV is a dataset collected by the authors that show-
cases a realistic UAV cinematography case scenario. It con-
tains aerial footage from famous bike races, e.g., Giro d’Italia,
consisting of 21 video sequences captured from helicopter/UAV
cameras. Most of the sequences have been employed for live
broadcasting. The dataset is very challenging, since the tar-
gets suffer from long-term partial or full occlusions. There
are visually similar objects around the target, fast moving
targets and other challenging attributes. Example frames of
this dataset are shown in the first row of Figure 8.

4.4. Quantitative tracking performance evaluation

In all the benchmark datasets, we exploit the one-pass
evaluation (OPE) method. In this approach, the tracking al-
gorithm is initialized in the first frame with the ground truth
position and size of the object and tries to track the object
for the rest of the video frames. This evaluation type is more
appropriate for evaluating methods in terms of long-term
tracking, which is more related to the proposed framework
application domain.

In order to examine the performance of the proposed
framework we employ the Center Location Error (CLE) which
is a widely used evaluation metric for object tracking. It
is computed by measuring the Euclidean distance in pix-
els, between the center locations of the tracker output ROIs
and the ground truth ROIs in all frames. Tracking precision
measure is given by calculating the percentage of frames,
in which the estimated locations are within a given thresh-
old, e.g., 20 pixels. It should be noted that this metric in-
dicates if the position of the tracker’s output is close to the
target center, but cannot evaluate tracker’s performance on
size and scale variations of the tracked object. This metric
is valuable for UAV tracking applications, since indepen-
dent of correct scale estimation, if the center position of the
tracker output is close to the ground truth, the UAV can still
follow the desired object.
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Table 3

Tracking evaluation in OTB-100. Bold values indicate the

proposed ODDA framework implementation results and red

values indicate the top performance for each evaluation met-

ric.

Tracker
Precision

(20 px)

Success

rate (0.5)
FPS

KCF 0.695 0.477 335.8

KCF-ODDA 0.720 0.497 152.9

LDES-no 0.786 0.612 69.1

LDES-ODDA 0.795 0.616 40.6

Staple 0.784 0.581 72.9

Staple-ODDA 0.799 0.593 62.1

Staple-CA 0.810 0.600 50

Staple-CA-ODDA 0.813 0.601 41.5

BACF 0.797 0.603 34.1

ROT 0.699 0.519 49.8

LCT 0.762 0.562 24.2

SRDCF 0.789 0.598 12.7

We also use the Overlap Score (OS) defined as S =
rt„r0
rt‰r0

, where rt and r0 is the tracked and ground truth bound-
ing boxes respectively, „ and ‰ denote the intersection and
union operators and  �  denotes the number of pixels inside
the specified area. OS is calculated in a per frame basis.
Its average value resulting on all frames can be used as the
tracking success metric. When the value of S is larger than
a certain threshold, it is assumed that the tracker, success-
fully tracks the desired object. In the quantitative evaluation
section, we have selected an overlap score threshold of 0.5,
which is the standard value reported in related benchmarks.
In contrast with the CLE, this evaluation metric is affected
when the 2D tracking algorithm fails to adjust to target ROI
scale and size variations. Thus it does not favor algorithms
with no target scale adaption mechanisms, such as KCF.

4.4.1. Center Location Error and Overlap Score

results

Table 3 shows the evaluation results of the proposed
framework at the OTB100 dataset, in terms of precision,
success rate and tracking speed (in FPS) when applied to
the three baseline tracking algorithms against the baseline
methods, as well as other real-time 2D tracking methods.
As can be seen, the top precision is achieved by the pro-
posed LDES-ODDA which performs slightly better than the
respective baseline version. In addition, all of the base-
line tracker performances were enhanced by applying the
proposed ODDA framework. More specifically, the per-
formance of the rest baseline trackers were improved by
2.5% for KCF, Staple-CA’s by 0.3% and 1.5% for Staple,
respectively. The success rate performance of KCF was
improved by 2%, LDES’s by 0.4%, Staple’s by 1.2% and
Staple-CA’s by 0.1%. It should be noted that Staple-ODDA
manages to outperform in terms of precision, much more
demanding trackers in terms of computational burden, such
as SRDCF. For instance, SRDCF manages to achieve an

average tracking speed of 14fps while Staple-ODDA has
an average speed of 41fps. Baseline KCF achieves the
top speed (384fps), while KCF-ODDA achieves the second
best (179fps). The impact of applying the proposed method
in KCF is high, since the initial complexity in order to obtain
r of KCF is very low, comparable to the required complexity
for detecting occlusions. For LDES-ODDA, Staple-ODDA
and Staple-CA-ODDA, the impact of the proposed frame-
work is mostly related to re-detection occurrences, since
the complexity required to evaluate the correlation filter re-
sponse is only a small fraction of the total baseline tracking
complexity.

Figure 4 presents the success plots of OS and preci-
sion plots of CLE metric for the competing tracking algo-
rithms on the three challenging datasets OTB100, UAV123
and TC128. It should be noted that the ODDA versions of
all the baseline trackers achieve better performance for both
metrics in all of the datasets.

In UAV123, LDES-ODDA has the best performance over-
all and Staple-ODDA improves the baseline version by +1.4%
for precision and +1.4% for the success rate metrics. Again,
a slightly better performance of Staple-CA-ODDA over base-
line Staple-CA is observed and KCF-ODDA improves the
baseline KCF performance as well. From the rest of the
competing tracking algorithms, only SRDCF has a perfor-
mance close to Staple-ODDA and Staple-CA-ODDA meth-
ods, however it is much slower.

In TC128, LDES-ODDA achieves top performance out-
performing the baseline version by 2.2% in terms of CLE
precision and 2% in success rate score. Staple-ODDA out-
performed the baseline version as well, having a perfor-
mance margin of 4.3% in precision and 2.6% in success rate,
when compared to the Staple tracking algorithm. Staple-
CA-ODDA achieves a good performance as well and all of
these tracking algorithms perform significantly better than
other state-of-the art tracking algorithms such as SRDCF, as
well as LCT and BACF.

Figure 5 demonstrates the precision and success plots
of the comparing tracking algorithms in BikeUAV dataset.
Staple-ODDA manages to achieve the top performance in
precision (0.815) and success rate (0.737) having improved
the baseline tracker Staple by +7.6% for both metrics. KCF-
ODDA has the second best performance in precision (0.792)
with an improvement over the KCF of +4.4%. As this tracker
does not have an object scale adaptation mechanism, the
performance in the overlap error metric is lower than the
rest of the trackers. However our framework improved the
success rate by 4%. The ODDA framework also improved
the results for both LDES-no and Staple-CA.

Table 4 summarizes the results in terms of precision for
all datasets used for evaluation. Staple-ODDA manages to
achieve the top performance in most of the benchmarks and
the top performance in average precision. Staple-CA-ODDA
is the second best performing tracker with an average pre-
cision of 0.729. KCF-ODDA managed to outperform meth-
ods that have been specifically designed for handling occlu-
sions, such as ROT and LCT, even though it does not in-
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Figure 4: Precision and success plots plots for the three challenging benchmarks: a) OTB-100, b) UAV123 and c) TC128.
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Figure 5: Precision and success plots for the real case scenario dataset BikeUAV.

clude any mechanism to handle object scale changes. This
is even more obvious when comparing ROT and LCT with
the proposed Staple-ODDA and Staple-CA-ODDA, which
do include a mechanism for handling target scale.

4.4.2. Attribute evaluation on UAV123

Here we present quantitative evaluation on videos with
specific attributes from the UAV123 dataset. Precision and
success rate plots for center location error and overlap score
respectively are shown in Figure 6.

Attribute evaluation includes four group of videos with
special attributes. The first one consists of sequences where
the camera motion can result to extreme 2D motion of the
tracked object in consecutive video frames. Furthermore,
the target can appear blurry, which can result to a mis-trained
correlation filter. By examining the precision and success
plots for this attribute it appears that our proposed frame-
work aids the baseline trackers to improve their performance.
For instance, LDES-ODDA bypasses all other tracking meth-
ods and Staple-ODDA improves its precision score by 2.1%.
Staple-CA-ODDA and KCF-ODDA have also an improved

performance compared to their baseline versions.
In the second group of videos, the target is fully oc-

cluded in some of the video frames. Here SRDCF marginally
outperforms Staple-ODDA in both metrics. Although, the
proposed framework enhanced trackers do not achieve the
best performance, it must be noted that SRDCF is a much
slower method. In the third group of videos with illumina-
tion variation of the target, Staple-ODDA has the top preci-
sion performance. Finally, the last group consist of videos
where some portion of the target is out-of-view. Here, once
more the proposed framework improves the performance of
the baseline tracking methods.

4.5. Qualitative evaluation

In this section, we describe the qualitative evaluation of
our proposed framework when implemented on top of the
baseline methods. To this end, we showcase the differences
in qualitative terms when compared with the baseline meth-
ods, as well as with related methods that handle target oc-
clusions.

Figure 7 depicts the occlusion handling capabilities of
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Figure 6: Precision and success plots in videos having: a) Camera Motion, b) Full Occlusion, c) Low Resolution and d)

Out-of-View attributes in the UAV123 dataset.

Table 4

Precision results of each tracker evaluated on four video datasets and average preci-

sion per tracker. LDES-ODDA achieves the top performance in average precision while

Staple-ODDA the second one. KCF-ODDA improves the performance of the baseline

KCF achieving similar average precision with other tracking algorithms. Bold results

indicate ODDA framework implementation and red results indicate the top performance.

OTB100 TC128 UAV123 BikeUAV Avg. Precision

KCF 0.695 0.558 0.534 0.748 0.634

KCF-ODDA 0.720 0.566 0.538 0.792 0.654

LDES-no 0.786 0.727 0.699 0.767 0.745

LDES-ODDA 0.795 0.749 0.701 0.791 0.759

Staple 0.784 0.673 0.659 0.739 0.714

Staple-ODDA 0.799 0.716 0.677 0.815 0.752

Staple-CA 0.810 0.675 0.663 0.740 0.722

Staple-CA-ODDA 0.813 0.682 0.665 0.754 0.729

BACF 0.797 0.606 0.492 0.713 0.652

ROT 0.699 0.584 0.551 0.768 0.651

LCT 0.762 0.610 0.553 0.727 0.663

SRDCF 0.789 0.657 0.666 0.762 0.719

our proposed framework. To this end, we employ the ‘Jog-
ging’, ‘Lemming’ and ‘Girl2’ OTB100 video sequences, and
demonstrate the results of KCF, Staple and Staple-CA and
their ODDA versions on the same video sequences. As can
be seen, these sequences contain severe occlusions that the
baseline trackers fail to handle. The proposed framework
however, allows tracking continuation by timely detecting
the occlusions and re-detecting the target once it re-appears
in a subsequent video frame.

In Figure 8, we demonstrate the obtained results of the
framework implemented on KCF tracker, in comparison with
state-of-the-art trackers having mechanisms for occlusion
handling. The top video sequence shows a bike race from
the BikeUAV database, where the target (bicycle) is occluded
by the yellow hot-air balloon. All trackers fail to detect the
occlusion and to continue tracking the target correctly, ex-

cept the proposed KCF-ODDA. The middle examples are
from the ‘BlurOwl’ video sequence of OTB100, where there
is very fast motion, which causes the center location of tar-
get bounding box to change position significantly in consec-
utive frames. In addition, due to the fast camera motion the
target is blurred in many video frames. As can be seen, the
proposed KCF-ODDA is the only tracker that successfully
tracks the target in this video. Although there are no occlu-
sions in this video, KCF-ODDA handles the rapid camera
motion as occlusion, as it drives the target outside the default
search window. Therefore, it overcomes rapid camera mo-
tion by employing the re-detection function, that increases
the search window. Finally, the last sequence that is used to
demonstrate our framework performance is ‘Box’ from the
OTB100 video tracking benchmark dataset. In this sequence
a small box is moving/rotating inside the video frame, so
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Figure 7: From top to bottom. KCF and KCF-ODDA imple-

mentation on ‘Jogging’. Staple and Staple-ODDA on ‘Lem-

ming’. Staple-CA and Staple-CA-ODDA on ‘Girl2’. Our

framework allows baseline trackers to overcome the occlu-

sions.

Figure 8: Evaluation of the proposed framework using KCF

as baseline tracking algorithm, against related methods that

handle occlusions. First row depicts the obtained results in

a sequence from BikeUAV, second and third rows depict the

obtained results on ‘BlurOwl’ and ‘Box’ videos of OTB100.

that it is partially and full occluded by other objects. In
this video, the baseline KCF is affected by the partial/full
object occlusions or rotations and fails to continue tracking
the object. LCT and ROT, do not detect all occlusions suc-
cessfully. Therefore, their tracking model is polluted and
the tracker fails after some video frames. On the contrary,
the occlusion handling mechanism of KCF-ODDA results
in successful target tracking.

5. Conclusion

This paper presents a generic, easy to implement frame-
work, employed on top of correlation filter based trackers,
that decreases tracker drifts and tracking failures caused mainly

by object occlusions. This enhances the performance of
the baseline tracking method, by reducing the cases where
the tracker model was updated (when it should have not
been), especially when occlusions occur. Moreover, when
the framework detects tracking failure, object re-detection
is allowed if the object appears inside the re-detection area
after some frames, by employing the already trained track-
ing filter, without the need of a separate detector. This fea-
ture of the framework makes it more lightweight and as the
evaluation of the framework indicates suitable for UAV im-
plementation.

Future work includes implementing and evaluating the
proposed framework on a UAV hardware platforms. Since
UAV hardware platforms are evolving and may contain GPU
modules in the near future, the proposed method may be
applied on top of the most advanced deep learning-based
methods. In addition to developing a classification model
that detects occlusions, models that detect abrupt motion
changes or target scale changes from the tracker responses,
would also be an interesting future work direction.
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